


STANAGE PARK, KNIGHTON, POWYS 
OUTLINE BRIEF AND SPECIFICATION FOR WORK IN 

RELATION TO THE SILTED UP LAKE TO BE EXECUTED AS PART OF A 
GLASTIR AGREEMENT 

1.0 Background 

1.1 Stanage is a castellated house set amongst extensive and intact picturesque 
parkland laid out by Humphry Repton at the beginning of the 19th Century. 
The site had been occupied by an earlier house and, perhaps, designed 
landscaping. There are also formal gardens and a Victorian arboretum 

1.2 The main house faces eastwards in a elevated position concealed from view. 
It is accessed by two drives. The west drive descends down a valley with a 
stream and woodland towards Knighton. The east drive descends down a 
more open valley with a stream towards Brampton Bryan. The lake lies 
halfway along the east drive as the valley starts to narrow 

1.3 Stanage Park is designated as a Grade I Historic Park and Garden and the lake 
is identified as a specific element in the listing description 

1.4 The purpose of the lake appears to have been ornamental as there is another 
lake identified as the fish pond at the top of the west drive near the house 

1.5 The lake is now silted up and there is a breach in the dam and a leak in the 
south overflow. 

1.6 The lake may predate the Repton landscaping 

2.0 Background 

2.1 The original lake was 50 metres wide at the east dam narrowing to 20 metres 
at the west end and is 40 metres long. 

2.2 The stream enters near the south west corner of the lake. The 1889 OS map 
shows it discharging from the north end of the dam but by 1902 it is shown as 
discharging from the south end where the present modern concrete block 
overflow now stands 

2.3 A sluice is marked on the 1889 map and remains exist in the form of the top of 
3 No timber posts and a section of clay pipework visible in the dam breach 

2.4 The dam is of rammed earth construction. The depth of the sluice invert 
below the top of the dam is 1.8 metres and the depth of the overflow pipe 
invert below the top of the dam is 0.8 metres. The original depth of the water 
at the dam can therefore be assumed to have been about 1 metre. The 
maximum height of the dam on the downstream side is about 4.5 metres 




















